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NOMENCLATIJRE

a thermal dirrisuvity

A suFrace aFea

skin rriction cocrrici:.,ntc r

c v specific heat at constant vo,ume

Cp specific heat at constant pressure

Cv molar heat capacity at constant volume

(;p molar heat capacity at constant pressure

D diameter or cylinder or sphere

li energy rlux

C h heat transl'er coerl'icient; also cnthalpy

k th(,rmal conductivity or ;t p;ls

k' monatomic or translational thermal contlt_c-

tivity or a l)olyatomic gas

k" "internal" thermal conductivity of a poly-

atomi c gas

L characteristic d im_,-._ i on

M molecular weight

p pressure or norlaal, momentum flux

qi heat input

q._, heat losses !1

I
II

qw wall heat flux

C_ q heat flow rate

'I
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Jx

r recovery ['actor

r' modi Fled recovery ratter

R universal gas constant

S speed ratio

T temperat_lre

Tc critical tcmlm rata re

T reduced teml)crature'rr =

u streamwise velocity CO]llpOIlCilt

v lateral velocity component; specific vollinle

x streamwise distance coordinate

y lateral distance coordinate

(;reek symbols

,_ accommodation coe_fi cient

B denotes vi:;cosity or thermal conductivity

in Keyes' correlation

y specific boat ratio

6 boundary layer thickness

_. eddy dirfisivity: am) of momentum; _.h) of

heat; also denotes depth o[" potential

well or the mazimum energy of attraction

between a pair of molecules

_. 1{o1 tZlllanll _ s coils tant

mean free path

p dynamic viscosity

p. fluid density I|
||,
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X

'_ ",',llisio.,: di:uneter or reflection coefficient

, tange_tial momentum flux

,,(.' ,_ }* ¢oI..ision ir.,tegral involving two molecules

Sub'._ cr _p t5

aw adiab:::i'_ "¢,"J; value

exp cxper i men_.:a i "¢_ _,_-'

; _'al_.ics r, ff g}:c '!_.i,Jcnl" .4_.r.'.':ml

Ill i X }11i X t_! FC

o a_. zcr,_ prc.:s_._r_ ; 'it sta]ldard alll)ospheric

<ondit,ons; :.:'d also denotes gas proper-

_'..s ..'it th,.: ,,411 in slip flow

s surface value

r values of the reflected stream, reference

(i value

w wal 1 value

( ) mean value

free stream value

0 local circumferential value at posi.tion making

an angle 0 with the free stream

1)imensionless Numbers

Kn Knudsen number

M Mach number

Nu Nusselt number

Pr Prandtl number

Re Reynolds number

C,
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×i

5;t Stanton number

_I' modified Stanton number



I • i NTROIRJCI'1ON

During the coming space flights to M:,rs, thermal

design and therntal ,:ontrol will be es._ential to the

success of the mission. The Mar#ti:,n surface lander

could conceivably be cxposed to ambient tcmpcraturcs

from -180°F to 100°1 :, _tnd wind velocities up to 250 fps.

The surface atmosl)hcric pressure has been estimated in

the neighl_orhood of 0 ,nillibars and carhon dioxide is

- believed to be the major constituent present. The low

pressure existing on the Martian surface lends itself

0 to speculations as to the validity of continuum flow

heat transfer correlations as well as the manner in

which the transport properties vary under such conditions.

Before an analysis could be performed the above

speculations must he cleared up, though unfortunately

still not in an absolutely positive re;tuner in one respect.

It is shown that the experimental results of .Johnston

et al.*, usually cited to support the argument that the

transport properties are functions of prcssurc below

about 0.1 atm (or approximately 100 rillibars), could

be used as the basis for a tentative flow regime

* See Section 2.5
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classification. 'l'l_e agreement of this classification

scheme with other schemes proposed on direct ('xperimen-

tal basis, e.g. those ol" Schaaf and Chambre** and ,qtalth, r,

Goodwin and Creagcr**, might serve to indicate that these

data had been previously misinterpreted. On this basis

it is he_lristicaily concluded that the bulk transport

properties -emain at values predicted by the kinetic

theory while low pressure phenomenon due to slight

rarefacti,m could be adequately accounted for I)y classi-

cal slip flow analysis.

The Flow regime criterion indicates the occurrence

of continuum flow over hodies having sizes of practical

importance on the Martian surface. Only laminar flow is

expected to exist since the Reynolds numbers are small

C as a result of low gas densities,

Measurements of forced convection heat transfer

from simply shaped objects in a simulated Martian atmos-

phere were performed to further evaluate the reliability

of the established solutions and correlations when used

under reduced pressures. These experiments were con-

ducted in a low density wind tunnel. Average film heat

transfer coefficients were measured for a flat plate

and a cylinder under various pressures and wind veloci-

ties in gas mixtures sunposedly present in the Martian

atmosphere. The models were electrically heated and

** See Section 3,4

0
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(, fully iJlstrumented so that radiation aJid conduction

losses could be accotmted for. The steady state power

input was monitored for computing these coeFFicients.

Transport property values for calculating the dimen-

sionless parameters were determined using the Chapman-

Enskog theory. Free stream properties were used for

calculating the heat tlansfer coefficients for the flat

plate, while properties evaluated :tt the film tempera-

ture were employed for calculating the overall heat

transfer coefficients for the cylinlth, r, as stU,.t,.ested

by the originators of the correlations. A maximum

deviation of 10 percent was found between the experi-

mental data and the values computed from the Pohlhausen

_. solution for the flat plate and the correlations for the
cylinder.

In keeping with common practice, two systems of units
will be used in this report. The cgs system is used
for the transport and theraal properties while the
British Pngineering system is used £or the heat trans-
fer coeffxcient and several other related parameters.

0 .
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I I. SURVEY OF TIiI'RMAL AND 'rI{ANSI'()ICI' I_ROIq_ICI'IES

OF WORKING FLUIDS

The present literature survey on thermal and trans-

port properties has hcen conducted within the scope of

tile present investigation. Thus, the ohj(:ct:ive is l|ot

to produce an extensive review of what has heen done in

these fields. Only interpolation, extrapolation and

mixing methods which could be used _ith relative ease

have been included. The relative accuracy of the various

methods are compared, so that a reasonable choice can be

_" made by the user.

2.1 Theoretical Predictions of Trans_ Properties

2.1.1 Single Component Systems

2.1.1.1 Viscosity

Theoretical calculations of the viscosity of gases

from kinetic theory have so far met only with limited

success in spite of the amount of effort in that direc-
i

tion. 1'his is because the calculation of viscosity must
- r

',make use of a molecular model for the gas which requires

that certain poten.ti_l parameters be known. Thus far.

these potential parameters cannot be cltlculated from

o
...,.".'2:. ' :"

. , . ,.,,.,.,_.:_,.:r.;._.1.".,
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first princil)les (e.g. I'r()m (lu;IjiLIllll mechanical methods](
except for a very I'ew simple cases. For all practical

purposes, these potential parameters are obtained by

fitting an assumed Functional form of the potential

function to the experimental data. As it turns out, the

most reliable potential parameters known at thc present
I

are obtained from none but the viscosity data themselves.

Othcr complications arise from the fact that for

reasons of simplicity the potential functions used in

transport property computations are spherically sym-

metric, suuh as the Lennard-Jones potential which is by

far the most widely used. In reality many molecular

species do not have this form of symmetry. Strictly

speaking, only monatomic gases have truly spherically

symmetric potentials. Potential functions of molecules

having an appreciable dipole-moment, the so-called polar

molecules, are clearly angular dependent. Even non-pnlar

.,. species, such as carl)on dioxide, may deviate substan-

tially from ideal spherical behavior. In the case of

carl)on dloxide, the deviation is due to molecular com-

plexity, as the carbon dioxide molecule possesses a

permanent quadrupole structure.

Another difficulty in using theoretical relations
!

.I _ifor computing the transport properties lies in the fact

that the potential are not universal constants.parameters

Keyes [8] has clearly demonstrated this for the

0 "-
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l,ennard-.lones potential. Ills results :ire rel)roduced in
/

k Table 2.1, just to give an idea o1" tile variations ¢;xl)ec

ted even when the data used overlap each other. The

Lennard-Jones potential has only two adjustable param-

eters, o and c/_, fthese will be defined later when the

theoretical calculations are discussed in detail) and

therefore requires only two experimental readings at two

different temperatures to completely specify them. The

trend, which can easily be verified h/ comparing compila-

tions of these parmneters by different authors, is th_,t

as o increases f/K decreases. Ilowever, the relationship

governing the variation of o and t/K is not known, and

all that can be done is to hope that uifferent pairs of

values quoted by different authors would predict trans-

port values within a reasonable deviation from the true

values. A comparison of the potential parameters for

polar gases determined from the averaged Stockmeyer

polar potential and the non-polar Lcnnard-Jones poten-

tial, as given in page 267 of reference [13] also illus-

trates a similar trend of variations between o and c/K.

Furthermore, the actual numerical values given by the

two potential functions are not vastly different from

each other. Thus, even for polar gases, there is no li-

: advantage in using other more complicated potential :_Ii_:
fun_ t ions.

0 "
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Table 2.1 Values o1" o and t/r. Derived from Smoothed

' Viscosity l)ata of (:07 at Various Temperatures,

from reference 181.

Temperatures at whicho × 10 s ,/_
IJata we re 'lake_,

3.955 196.1 273, 373

3. 938 202.8 373, 473

3.909 212.2 473, 573

3.874 224.8 573, (_73

3.850 235.4 ()73, 773

The Cllal)man-linskog theory to I)e disc,lssed below is

based on the classical particle-parLicle collision model,

and includes no quantum effects on the particJe behavior.

C It has been shown, see reference [61 Chapter 10, that

these results require modification in the temperature

range below 100 K. This is outside the temperature range

of the present investigation, which lies roughly between

170 to 320 K.

: l_stimation of Gas Viscosity. Theoretical _ models

are undoubtedly welcome for interpolating or extrapolat-

ing beyond the temperature range of the existing experi-

mental data. Though various empirical correlations can _

i [iprofitably be used for interpolation, their validity *_

in extrapolation especially far beyond the range of

experimental data is often doubtful. The only theoretical

0
c ._,.

,.,'. ....... ' t t
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method discussed hcrc is that based ell the Chapman-I

l'nskog theory of" low density gases.

Ill the first approximation the Chapman-Ensk_.g

theory gives tile following expression for the viscosity

of a pure dilute gas:

I_ x l0 s = 2.6693
02 q(_ ,P)*

where

lJ = viscosity in poise or g/cm-s

M = molecular weight

T = absolute temperature, in K

o = collision diameter, in

and II(2'2)* = collision integral involvins,, two molecules

The collision integral is a slowly varying functionof the dimensionless temperature ¢'1'/, , in which _ is the

Boltzmann constant fl.38 x 10"_ _ erg/Z) and , represents

the depth of the potential "well" or the maximum energy

of attraction between a pair of molecules. Tht: two

parameters o and _. are related through tile loennard-.Iones

potent i al

hence, they are commonly referred to as potential param-

eters. Selected values of o and ¢1_, for various gases

related to this particular study, are given in Table 2.2.

Values from di I'ferent sources are quoted, aad it should M

0

._.
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Table 2.2 /:onstants ror Transport Property (;aiculalions

t;a._ Molecular tJ,A , /¢, K I_xpt. Total).
Weight Range, K

I a i 19 5 a
Argon 39.94 3.428b3.41 124.

3.54 c 79. c 190-1850

CO 44.01 3.952 a 20{). a
3.996 b 190. b
3.94 c 195. c 270- 1680

N 28.02 3.681 a 91.5 a
3.681 b 91.5 I)
3.80 c 71. c 130-1700

Air 28.97 3.689 a 84 a
3.617 b 97 b
3.7 c 79 c 190-.I.850

a from reference [21

b from reference [61

C c from reference 113]

be noted that the data trend reported earlier holds for

most cases. Also to be noted is the extent of deviation

in these values. In most instances} tile temperature

range of the data is not reported. It is cxpcctcd that

the wider the temperature range of the experimental data

the _,ore rcliahly can the parameters bc _stahlished, and

the more reliable is their use for extrapolation. More

extensive tabulations of these parameters _,re widely

quoted in the literature, and will not he repeated here. "_

Note that the kinetic theory model predicts that _"

the viscosity of a gas should be independent of pressure.

i
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This generally agrees well with experimental data up to

about I0 atmospheres, At higher pressures, as the

kinetic theory assumptions become poorer and poorer,

the viscosity increases rapidly with pressure, especially

at low temperatures. Since this is outside the SCOl)C ()1"

the present investigation, this so-c:tl led "dt, nsc-ga

correction" will not I)c pursued lurther. ())) the other

haJltl) at pressures I)clow 0.1 atmosl)hcrc , the' apparent

viscosity observed in laboratory ._ize viscosimeters

decreases with decreasing pressure 171. Ilowever, this

decrease does not invalidate the kinetic theory predic-

tion and can be attrihuted to the effect of slip of the

molecules on the surface. Because of thei: small size)

C slip occurs much earlier in viscosimcters than in most
applications. As slip is essentially a boundary phenome-

non, the bulk viscosity of the fluid is expected to

remain unchanged at its nominal value. It probably will _

not be until the incipience of near free molecule flow

that th_ bulk viscosity becomes significantly different

from the nominal value, tinder extremely rarefied condi-

tions) the ordinary concept of viscosity looses its I

significance since now there is no velocity gradient in

the gas.
[-"

Viscosity is not influenced by the internal degrees

of freedom of the moloch|ca since the momentum exchange

mainly concern._ the tran._lational kinetic energy. Thus)

0
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the Chapman-I:nskog formula has been found to hold remark-/

ably well for polyatomic gases.

To facilitate ease of referenced the collision

integral fl(_'_)* has been _epreduced from reference [61.

This is given in Table 2.3.

2.1.1.2 Thermal Conductivit)"

Introduction. Much said in the introduction to the

preceding section on Viscosity is true also for the

thermal condu,:tivity. In addition, however, the situa-

t'oJ is f,rthe;- complicated by the fact that energy can

also be carried in the. internal degrees of freedom of

polyatomic rac,1e._:ul e:;.

t;_timation of Thermal Conductiv!.t)r of t;ases at Low

_. Densities. The Chapman-l:-nskog formula for the thermal
| conductivity of a monatomic gas at low density, in first

app. oximat ion, is

k' x 10 _ = 1.9891 ¢T7"_

where k = monatomic or translational thermal conduc-

tivity, in cal/em-s-K

and other symbols are the same as defined for viscosity.

The same potential parameters as tabulated in Table 2.2

are used for calculating k'.

An important rvsultD predicted by rigorous kinetic

theory relating II and k' is as follows:

O
_: , :,__._ ....

/

,f l '• , .,_¢¢,
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Table 2 3 The Collision Integral _,2,2_*¢_• for the

t l.ennard-.loncs (6-12) Potential, from Reference 161

L

0.30 2. 785 2.7 ! .009
0.35 2.628 2.8 I .058
0.40 2.492 2,9 1.048
0.45 2.3()8 3.0 I .(139
O. 50 2.257 3. l ! .030
0.55 2.15() 3.2 1.022
0.60 2.0()5 3.3 I .0 14
0.65 I .982 3.4 1.007
O. 70 1.908 3.5 0.999(.)
0.75 1.841 3.6 0.9932
0.80 1.780 3.7 0.9870
0.85 1.725 3.8 0.9811
0.90 1.675 3.9 0.9755
0.95 1.629 4.0 0.9700
1.00 1.587 4.1 0.9649
1,05 1.549 4.2 0.9600
!.10 1.514 4.3 0.9553
1.15 1.482 4.4 0.9507
1.20 1.452 4.5 0.9464

C 1.25 1 424 4 6 0.(.)422
i

1.30 1. 399 4.7 0.9382
1.35 1.375 4.8 0.9343
1.40 1.353 4.9 0.9305
1.45 1.333 5 0.9269
1.50 1.314 6 0.8963
1.55 1.296 7 0.8727
1.60 1.279 8 0.8538
1.65 1.264 9 0.8379
1.70 1.248 10 0.8242
1.75 1.234 20 0.7432
1,80 1.221 30 0.7005
1.85 1.209 40 0.6718
1.90 1,197 50 0.6504
1.95 1.186 60 0.6335
2.90 1.175 70 0.6194
2.10 1.156 80 0.6070 i

2,20 1,138 90 0 "5(')73 !ifi:
2.30 1. 122 100 0.5882 !:

2,40 1,107 200 i 0.5320 _'
2.50 1.093 300 0.5016 pJ
2.60 1.081 400 0.4811 P

,, , i _

13
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'_ k' IS R= -4- _ _

where R = universal gas constant (|.987 cal/mole-K).

In l)o[yatomic gases additional heat is conducted

by means of the internal degrees of freedom and a cor-

rection to the monatomic value is necessary to predict

the thermal conductivity of polyatomic gases.

Various corrections have been proposed. Only two

simple practical correction procedures will I,:, discussed

below. The first method is due to liucken, which can be

expressed in any of the i'o]lowing l orms:

_/ k = + R

_ l'r - I + 1.25 R/Cp

i

The other is a so-called Eucken-type correction due

to ilirschfelder [51, which also can be expressed in

similar forms:

k = 1.328 + 0.431 R

0.753

Pr = 1 + 0.325 R/Cp

or

_ = 0.115 �0.354

1970011109-026
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f Note that these corrections, actually allow tile

thermal conductivity to I)e computed from knowledge of

tile viscosity alone. The modified litncken correction of

llirschfelder had been put onto a firm theoretical basis

I)y Mason and Monchick [9l_ who obtained this as a first

approximation to their rigorous theory. At high tem-

perature.s the elaborate theory differs little from the

simple modified liucken correction, ilowever, at tow tem-

peratures the rigorous theory leads to hetter agreement

with experimental data. For practical applications, the

rigorous theory is rather cumbersome. Thus, based on

experimental observations_ the procedure below is recom-

mended. For temperatures above room teml)erature _ the

ilirschfelder equations are to be used, whereas at room
temperature and below, the Eucken correction is to be

used: * to be more definitive, we may choose T = 40 C

as the dividing temperature.

Values of Cp/R required for making the correction

can be obtained from reference 141.

The lidcken correction can lead to errors in k on

the order of lO_. For the temperature of interest, the

Ilirschfeldcr modification is expected to be even poorer.

If such errors are unacceptable, the Bromloy cor-

rection can be used. This is .discUsSed in detail in

• Correction procedure derived from the following expres-
sion given in Reference [9]: "At room temperatures
and below, the modified expression is usually poorer

O than the simple llucken correction..."

] 9700] ] ] 09-027
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reference [111. As the gas of interest, mainly CO2 and

N2, have linear molecules, only the part relate_l to such

molecules is given below:

0.701 vk = 1.32 Cv + 3.40 -T'_r j R

whcre k = thermal, conductivity at low pressure,

in cal/(s)(cm)(K)

I_ = viscosity, in poises

Cv = molar heat capacity at constant volume,

in caJ/(g-mot)(K)

Tr = reduced temperature, T/T c

Tc = critical temperature
i

and M = molecular weight

This relation is not too cumbersome to use. The

C required critical temperatures of C02 and N2 are given

below.

CO2 N2 Air /"

Tc,K 304.2 126.2 132.0

2.1.2 Multicomponent Systems

Various mixing rules have been proposed for evaluat-
_

ing the transport properties of a gaseous mixture. Ilow-

ever, many of these are restricted to binary mixtures _

lonly and their extension to systems having more than two

components becomes almost prohibitively involved. Thus,

in the present review, only those methods of reasonable

0
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complexity and involving parameters that are readily/

awtilable arc reported.

2.1.2.1 Mixing Rule for Viscosity

The mixing rule for viscosity given below is due

to Wilke [141

n Xi_ i
Pmix = _ n

i=, _ xj ,I,
j=t IJ

1 M. - _

where _ij =_ 1 * + [uJJ

in which n = number of species in the mixtur_

×i' Xj = mole fractions of species i and j

_i' _j = viscosities of species i and j at

system pressure and temperature

Mi, Mj = molecular weights of species i and j

This method has been found to predict values of f
t

_mix within an average deviation of ahout 2_ of the it
measured values.

A useful relation for computing the ¢ij values is

Oji = lij U_

2.1.2.2 Nixing Rules fo__.rrThermal Conductivit[

The thermal conductivity of gas mixtures at low

densities may be estimated by the Wilke Nethod

0 ,

: • +
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n xik i
kmi x )_ n

i--, xj *..j=l lj

where _ij -- _- 1 + + [IJjj

2 t

in which

' k' = monatomic conductivity of species i andki' j

j at system pressure and temperature.

others are as defined above.

Note that the vi. cosity ratio or tile monatomic

conductivity ratio of the gas components are being used

in computing the function ¢)ij"

: This method is reported to predict values of kmi x

with an average deviation of a;.out 4-_ of the measured
7

: values for mixtures of non-polar polyatomic gases,

i including CI|_, 02, N2, C2112 and CO.
The accuracy of the predictions can be improved

by a modified form of the Wilke formula, which was

derived by Mason and Saxena [10] £rom rigorous kinetic

theory by Beans of well-defined approximations. Agree-

ment is reported to hc ncarly as good:as obtained with

the full rigorous theory. This is

0
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n k.

( kmix = _ 1n

if' 1 + 1.065 y. _J *..'
j=, ×i ,J
jg]

The _.. functions used here are tile same as those
lJ

used wit]l the Wilke formula.

In both the above methods, the viscosity data should

be used when available. If these are unavailable, k'

values can be obtained from measured component k values

by use of the Eucken-type factor.

k' = k/E

The relations used for computing E depend on the tempera-

ture range,

_ An extremely simple mixing rule applicable to non-

polar gases is due to Brokaw [1]. This is

...

kmi x •

where ksm and krm are the conductivities hased on simple
i

and reciprocal mixing

ksm = _ xik i

and

I = Xi ,

The accuracy is generally poorer than Wilke's

formula.

0
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A more satisfactory method involves the division o1"
/

the thermal conductivity oF the mixture oF polyatomic

gases into two portions [2J:

= k'. + k".kmix mzx mzx

llere k' represents the molJatomic conductivity, as before_

whereas k" represents the "internal" conductivity.

The formula used for computing k'. is given asmlx

n k!

kt = _ J"mix n
i=l 1 + _ ,,, Xj

j=_ Ij Xi
, j#i

t
I;

�.j},
Here the l, ij functions are the same as defined previously.

This formula of course can be used For computing
g

i k'. of a monatomic gaseous mixture, though such casesmlx

seldom arise in practice. The accuracy seems to be

slightly better than the Mason-Saxena method, which is

equivalent to writing

_ij " 1.0_ _ij

The formula for computing kmix'' is the same as the

Wilke formula, i.e.

o
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( n k_
k". =mix n

i=' 1 XJ _. "
j= I Xi iJ
j_i

where k? are the internal condt:ctivities of the purei

gaseous components. If experimental conductivities o£

each gas are known, then the k" values are best obtainc;d

as the difference between experimental and monatomic

conductivities computed with the Chapman-l_nskog theory.

If not, k has to be obtained by extrapolation using the

same formula.

2.2 Experimental Correlation of Transport

_ Properties of Pure Gases

Interpolation of transport properties by means of

the Chapman-Enskog formula is a rather complicated pro-

cedure. For this purpose, some empirical correlations

would no doubt reduce a substantial amount of computa-

tion time. One further advantage offered by the existing

correlations is that a single equation, of the three-

constant Sutherland type, has been found to correlate

successively both the viscosity and thermal .conductivity

data for a wide variety of gases, including highly polar

gases such as steam. This equation is of ghe form _

I ....,,/_T 10 c
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where S0 = viscosity, in poise; or thermal conduc-
(

tivity, in cal/cm-s-Z, at zero pressure.
I

A,B,C = appropriate constants

T = absolute temperature (K)

The values of the constants A, B, and C are widely

scattered in the literature. For this reason, they are

tabulated for all the gases which have been come across,

in the course of this work, and not merely for the three

gases of interest. These are given in Tables 2.4 and

2.5. In all cases, the constants that are believed to

be most up to date are used.

These correlation formulas are valid only at low

pressures. The pressure effects are not significant

within the scope of the present investigation and they

are not reported.

In general, correlation formulas are not used for

l"gaseous mixtures since even a binary mixture could have

an infinite number of compositions. Any of the mixing

rules listed earlier can be used to find the transport

properties of the required mixture.

All the correlations presented in Tables 2.4 and

2.5 were taken from various publications of Keyes in

the Trans. ASME during the period 1950 through 1955. t_
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( Table 2.4 Correlation Constants for Viscosities
at I.ow l'rcssurc

(;ascs A B C Temp.
Ran)2c. K

A 2.173 218.4 14 5S- 273
1.910 136.6 0 180-1873

Ito 0.848 1.593 0 1.64- 20
log(10s_) = 1.722 + 0.6268 lug 1' 20- 140
1.805 251.0 50 140- 373

Ne 1,975 37.7 0 80- 160
2.356 98.9 18 169- 370
log(10_p) = -0.0705 + 0.636 log I'370-1100

il 2 0.623 70.8 17.7 90- 551

02 1.739 142.0 5.11 90- 373

N:, 1. 418 116.4 5.0 911-1695
f

Air 1.488 122.1 5.0 90- 18t5

CO 1.495 143.2 6.0 80- 549

CO2 1.554 246.0 3.0 198-168b

I120 I.S01 446,8 0 373- 873 I

Table 2.5 Correlation Constants for Thermal

Conductivities at Low Pressure {

Gases A B C Temp.
Ran2c, K

A 0.384 178.8 8.l; 90-620

lie 2.35 43.5 I0 15-375

Kr 0.225 240. 12 130-580

No 0.83 70.5 10 90-579
Xe 0.154 578. 2_ 155-273

tl 2 3.76 166. 10 90-595 _
02 0.606 206.2 6 86-575 ""
N2 0.615 235.5 12 90-823
Air 0.632 245. 12 90-584
CO 0.586 218.0 7.8 90-575

CO2 3.333 4433 10 190-592

HaO 1.546 1737.3 12 373-823
ii m,u Jl | ,n ,, , ,, ,
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2.3 Thermod),namic Properties o1_"l'u_rc !;a=se__s_

The pertinent thermodynamic properties required in

the prediction of heat transfer are the specific heat

at constant pressure and the density

Empirical equations have been established for

specific and molar heats at various pressures and tem-

peratures. Such a collection of equations has been

given, for instance, in "Empirical Specific Ileat llqua-

tion Based upon Spectroscopic Data," by R. 1.. Sweigert

and M. W. Beardsley, Georgia School of Technology lingi-

neering Experimental Station, Bulletin No. 2, 1938,

which has been reproduced in part in [3, 121. To be

able to interpolate between thcse pressures, the follow-

ing thermodynamic relation has to be used

_- IP -(aZv_ dp]Cp - Cpr Pr "[a-TTJP T '

This requires the availability of the p-v-T data in the

range considered, tlowever, the presence of p-v-T data

alone is sufficient for deriving the specific heat at

all other pressures if the values at a common reference

pressure, say at zero pressure, are known. 'the experi- t

Lmental values may then be used merely as a check of the :_¢_:

! numerical process. The procedure for obtaining the

values at any pressure other than the reference value

is therefore very cumbersome. It is best obtained from
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tabulated data, such as from reference 141. ()wing to
/

the low pressure existing in the Martian atmosphere,

the specific heat values would not deviate very much

from the zero pressure reference values.

'tile density ratio, 0/00, where P0 is tile density

at standard conditions (273.16 g and 1 arm) can be

predicted with sufficient accuracy with tile ideal g:ts

rc lati on :

0 _ P T 0

From reference [4], tile error is seen to he within 1

part in ten thousand down to temperatures of about 200 K.

The value for p0 for the working gases are quoted below

P0 Ai r Argon C()2 N_

g/era 3 1.2930 ×163 1.78377x10 -3 1.9770x103 1.25046x10 3

lb/in a 4.67143x10 -s 6.44432x10 -s 7.1424x10 -s 4.51760x10 -s

lb/ft 3 8.07223 10-2 (I.111358 0.12342 7.80641 10-2

2.4 Thermodynamic Properties o_f_f(;a.s_ Mixtures

Since the densities of the gases undcr operational

conditions are very low rclative to the critical dcnsity

of any of the components, the Gibbs-Dalton law is expec-

ted to hold very well. Thus, the variou_ thermodynamic
II

properties of the mixture could be computed from the ¢_

following relations :
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Density Pmix= [ Pi
£

Specific heats

' where N. = mass fraction
- 1

Molar specific heats

Cpmix Vmix i i i

where X i = mole or volume fraction

Molecular weight

Mmi x = X Xi M i
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(

III. REVIEW OF FOI{Clil)CONVI_CTION IIIiAT'I'I{ANSFIH{

UNDIiR IO".DUCEDPRESSIJIH-IS

The present survey of convectiw, heat transfer

under reduced pressure is divided into three sections.

The first section concerns the classil'ic:llinn of tilt:

flow situation into various regimes depending on the

degree of rarefaction. The second gives a review of

the existing solutions in the diflerent regimes. ()nly

external flow solutions are reported. Solutions obtained

with simplifying assumptions such as those applied spc-

" cifically to liquid metals have been excluded, since

these obviously lie outside the scope of the present

investigation, l)ctailed procedures for obtaining these ..

solutions are not reported as it is not the purpose of

this survey to repeat mmecessarily any of this material,

which can be obtained either from standard sources or

from the specific references listed in the bibliography.

The last section reports existing solutions and correla-

tions for predicting heat transfer for the special cases

of flow over a flat plato, a cylinder and a sphere.

However, the listing is not meant to be exhaustive. In f_:_

the continuum regime, the analogy between fluid friction

and heat transfer has been used extenslvely, especially
w
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- in turbulent flo_s. Therefore, in this regiiae, the
fluid friction correlations are also reported.

3. I ]:low Regimes

It is well known that the degree of rarefaction of

a gas influences the flow and heat transfer characteris-

tics of the gas to a surface. For the purpose of clas-

, sifaction, we distinguish four different regimes depend-

ing on the ratio of the mean free path _ of the gas

molecules to the characteristic dimension I, of the flow

system. This corresponds to ordinary (continuum),

slightly rarefied (slip), moderately rarefied (transi-

tion) and highly (free molecule) situations.
rarefied

The mean Free path is related to the viscosity of

C) thc I)y the equation
gas

u = 0.5 pu_ (1)

Here, _ is the average velocity for:the molccules having

a Maxwellian distribution, given by

where I = gas constant

y = ratio of specific heats

a = acoustic velocity at tqmperature T.I

Substitution of IkI. {2) into (.i) gives
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which can I)e put into the following form(
\

)_IPl _ 1.2SS II_ (4J

where tlle subscript '0' denotus quantities at standard

atmospheric conditions. For air, on suhstituting the

relevant values, I!q. (4) becomes

_I_o) = 5.5865 × 10"7 fll-_7,1, /_l'

where _ is now in cm and T in centigrade degrees.

The quantity _/l)-_l is t.,bulated in Tal)Je 3.1, I'ro,:,

which it is seen that at ordinary pressures, the mean

free patb is truly negligible in coJ;_paL'/s9n with any

characteristic length that may occur in ga:; dynamics

and convection problems.

(
Table 3.1 Mean Free Path For Air

,,."
f _

Temperature, Z _Ip-P_-oJx 10 6, cm.

150 2.65
200 3.92
250 5.28
500 6.68
350 8.10
400 9.55 -_'

I

The parameter used to characterize the flow regimes

as defined earlier is usually known as the Knudsen num-

ber. Making use of Eq. (5), it can be written as

©
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Continuum Flow

( M< 0.01 for Re >> 1
RCW_

M
'" ": O.Ol for Re < 1Re

S1 ip Flow

M0.01 _ < 0.1 for Pc ., I

M
0.01 I_-c, ." 0.1 for Re I

Trans i t i on F i ow

0.[ < k-_d< 3

Free Molecule Flow

M
R-_>3

(-
Ilowever, it should be realized that the above cri-

teria is only approximate as only at low speeds is the

mean free path essentially constant over the flow domain

and thus the above ratios are well defined, liven under

such conditions, tile lack of precision in the definition

of these boundaries is apparent, since the same order of

magnitude is used for the regime boundaries defined hy

both M/Re and M/R¢_. At high speeds, _ is probably to

be evaluated at wall conditions--and also 6 now depends

ion M, the local heat transfer condit:ions, and the posi-

tion on the body as well as on Re. Thus, care must be

exercised in evaluating the Knudsen number criteria with

respect to the particular phenomenon of interest.
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3.2 Past Investigations

in this section, the different methods employed in

solving the prol_lt:ms in each regime are outlined. Past

invvstigations of I'orccd conw, ction heat transfer from

bodies immersed in an external stream are summarized.

3.2.1 Continuum Regime

Of all the four rtow regimes mvntioned in Section

1, this is the most well developed, l_erhaps because this

corresponds to ordinary surrounding conditions. Interest

in this has been sho_n since the time of Newton. To

date, the most complete formulation of continuum flow

mechanics is found in the Navier-Stokes equations. Even

(_' for two-dimensional or axxsymmetric flows, the solution

of the Navier-Stokcs equations is still exceedingly com-

plicated Thus far very few exact solutions have been

obtained and most of these are for very simple flow con-

figurations such that most of the terms in the equations

drop out. Even with the help of high speed computers,

not many numerical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equa-

tions have been r_ported, as this is still a time con-

suming and costly matter.

Fortunately, most or the common ,fluids have very _i_

small viscosities and consequently the Reynolds numher ..

is ver)' largc. Rt:a.lizing this_ Prandtl was able to :"

achit've a far reaching simplification_ resulting in the
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well-known Boundary I,ayer equations. For two-dimensional,
laminar, external Flows, the momontmn equations For a

Fluid ha¢i.ng constant properties are

3u + v + (6j
P [;)t + u ;)--_ = ;)x by_

and

= 0 (7j
;)y

The problem is completely dctvrmim,d together with

the continuity equation, given by

;)u 3V

%

_- and the appropriate boundary conditions as well as thc

external pressure gradient in the strcamwise direction.

This is so because the prcssure ceases to bc an unknown

i _) quantity under the boundary layer assmnptions, being nowgiven by the frec stream Bernoulli equation

+ 0u -_x = 0 (:_)

The above equations have been extensively investi-

gated for the steady planar situation. There are

tabulated in Table 3.2.

Iieat transfer between th* fluid and the wall occurs

when the temperature in the fluid is different from that

of the body. In order to predict thb heat transfer, we

need an additional thermal energy equation. ,Subject to

the same constant property assumption, this is,

0
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Tab le 3.2
Solutions for Steady Incompressible I'lanar Flows

Case Treated Investigator Reference

l:lat plate l_lasius NACA TM 1256, Z. ,Hath.
I'hys., 56, 19(18, p. 1

wedge flow:
uL (x) = Cx m I:alkner-Skan I'hi I . Mag 12, 1931,

p. 8()5 _R(" R li M 1314,
1930

Jlartree ProL'. (]_llnJ,r. Phil.
Sot:., 33, Part I I ,
!937, !)- 223

Flow wi th

u t (x) = u 0-ax n _towal'l . Prec. Roy. Sot:.,
I,ondon, A 164, i938,

• p. 547

Tani ,I. Phys. See., .lapan,
4, 1949, pp. 149-154.

Stewartson l'roc. Cambr. Phil.
Back flow

See., SOD 1954, p.
454.

The viscous dissipation term can be important for

high l'randtl number fluids oven at moderate speeds. For

fluids of Prandtl numbers on the order of one, however,

the velocity must reach the acoustic speed before this

term becomes important. Thus for ordinary s i tuat ions,
f

this term can he neglected, and liq. (10) reduces to

\_,:

I
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The system of equations including heat transfeT

have also been extensively investigated. These are

tabulated in Table 3.3.

When the Flow is turbulent, both the Navicr-Stokes

and the energy equations remain valid if the i.stantane

ous pressure, temperature an,l velocity components are

used. Iloucver, a selection in terms nr the i_stanta.cous

values does not have direct apl_lication and moreover,

this is beyond the present state of the art. The

present procedure is to time average the equations.

AFter some further simplifying assumptions the result-

ing time-averaged boundary layer equations retain only

, one double correlation term each. Follow_ng Bossinesq,
these doub!e correlation terms can he related to the

gradients of the mean quantities t..

.u-for. f.

_7

l

Substitution or these relations into the time averaged

equations reduces them to forms similar to those of (6) and [

(11). Only row the terms involying the molecular effects

i in the momentum and energy equations in laminar flow are

replaced by _ _ (_ * Ocm)_u and _-_ (k . OCpCh) respectively

Even though the form of the equations remaimessentially unchanze_

0
!
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their solutions l)ecome extremely complicated, l'or the
momentum equation alone, over sixty numerical techniques

]lave been reported for its solution, though the myriad

of solutions does not all make use o[ Bossinesq's con-

cept, which is by far the most commonly used. That so

many solutions are possible is due to tile fact that tile

turl)ulcnt equation._ have more tmknow,_s that_ the ,lumh,-r

of equations. No attempt is made to ent,,;erate "Ill of

these solutions. At present_ nearly :ill eagineeriil!,

predictions of heat transfer in turb_tlent flow arc based

on the analogy between heat and momentum transfer.

Satisfactory results were obtained witll the exception

or fluids of extremely small Prandtl number.

For flow over a flat plate_ an approximate velocity

profile based on mixing length or similarity theories

has been developed. Ilowever, for ease of integration,

a t/7-th power law is often lised to represent both tile

velocity and temperature distributions. Using proce-

dures similar to those in laminar flow, cases for arbi-

trary wall temperature and heat flux have also been

treated [20_ 21].

In all the solutions considered up to this point,

the effects of the viscous dissipation has been neglected.

; lWhen this effect is included, the thermal energy equation

(10) for laminar flow can be put into the. following form

when the fluid properties are assumed constant.

C
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• 1
_T+ _T !-__'r + l'_ (,_<,I"]( u _ v _)--_-= aL3y 2 Cp /_"yJ (12j

It is therefore seen that the dissipation effect depends

not only on the velocity gradient but also oil the l'randtl

number. For high Prandtl number fl"ids this can he

important even at nloderate velocities and velocity

gradients. Iiowever, for gasos_ the Math nmnber must

approach unity before this effect is significant.

Eq. (10) has been solved for an adiabatic flat

elate by Pohlhausen [17]. Since the energy equation

is linear in T, the general case of a nonadiabatic wall

can be obtained by superposing solutions of Eqs. (10)

and (11) in such a way that the boundary conditions are

' sagisfied. This results in the statement that the low

speed relations can be uscd if now the heat transftr

coefficient is defined in terms of ('1'w - 'l'aw } instead

of (Tw-T®). Thus the nroblem reduces to that of finding

the recovery factor, r, which allows the adiabatic wall

temperature 'raw tc be determined, since these two quan-

tities are related by
I

T - T T - T
aw _ aw

r - Tst,.r® = u_/2C"p t+,

|

yhere Tst is the stagnation teraperature, clef tiled as the

temperature that a gas wilt attain if brought to rest

reversibly and adiahatica!ly.

0 "

# -
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( 'rurbulent high velocity flow ovt:r a flat plate has
also been studied I l, 9I and it has been fouud that tile

same conclusion applies.

In all the solutions considered so far the effect

of variations in fluid properties has been neglected.

Such solutions are expected to hold up to low super-

sonic flows, (H 21 and modest temperature differences,

nt sections far away from tile lc:t(liug t'tll,J(' such Ill:it tilt'

t'ffect of the lcadiug edge shock could b(' i!;uorcd.

Schlichting 1221 suggested that the effect of variable

properties should I)e taken into account when the tem-

perature difference exceeds 50"C or 91)°1 :.

Now, the system of boundary layer equations is

(_ gi yen by
(ou) + _(ov) _ 0
3x 3y

( 3u 30 / _x _) l" _u)

[ _'i' _'r _( _1 _u'"pCpu _. ,, _1: k ' "(_l

Using the ilowarth transformation I141

£r O dy

I
this system of equations becomes

@
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_

_u ,3v

= _ + PP ;)r_J (14)p,_,:,u -_-_-- ._ P P", ari

where
P,,,t ;J( Jo _ dq

The boundary conditions for this system are identical

with those for the original system if y and v are

replaced by rl and v respectively.

Iience it can he seen that the assumption of con-

stant uo and Cp/Pr reduces equation (i4) to the same

form as if tile flow were incompressible. This therefore

leads to relations for the friction factor and the

Nussclt number identical to the corresponding constant
1

property solutions, All properties can bc evaluated

at the free stream temperature and the viscous cflect

can be taken care of by introducing the adiabatic wall

temperature. This analysis illustrates that the property

variations tend to compensate and despite large varia-

tions in a real gas the constant property solutions have

a remarkable range of validity.

Van Driest [26] has reported a more elaborate

analysis of the laminar case by introducing a Sutherland

0

i "
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law variation for u. The case for turbuIent flow has

(
been treated by l)eissler and l.oe['fler [41 using power

law variations for IJ and k. I)espite the tenq_er:_ture

dependence of tile fluid properties, the cmlstant prop-

erty recovery factors remains in satisfactory agreement.

'l'he effect of compressibility can be treated in a

similar manner as the variable property analysis.

Usually for the sake of simplicity, the id¢'al gas law

is used to relate the pressure, density al!d tt,nlperature

of the gas. This relation is assumed to hold for l_lach

numbers beIow hypersonic speeds, corresponding to

1_! > 6; (p. 312 of reference [22]). For Pr = 1, the 1

adiabatic walI temperature in compressible flow is

identical with that for an incompressible fluid.

t/tureens and 'rainerd [101 have shown that in the case

of Prandtl numbers differing from unity the deviations

in wall temperatures caused by compressibility effects

are very small. Thus the incompressible equation

remains valid.

All the solutions reported are for the planar flow

:i configuration. Practical ,cases undoubtedly involve bodies

having arbitrary shapes. Approxi_,,ate methods have bcen

devised for calculating the heat transfer coeffici_,,,t

! for laminar [6, 7, 23] and turbulent [2, 24, 191 flows

over a body of revolution with arbitrary shape having

©
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constant wall temperature up to the point of separation.
(
" In the case of the laminar constant-property boundary

tayer, Spalding and I'un 125] have carried out an exten-

sive survey of the methods used for calculating heat

transfer from an arhitrary shaped body. A comparison

of the methods was made by applying them to the calcu-

lation of heat transfer front the front half of a

circular cylinder in cross flow. The simple _,cometrit:al

shapes such as the cylinder and spht'rc have bccn rather

extensively investigated. These are tahul:,tcd in Tahles

3.4 and 3.5. Ilowever, at present analytical :;olutions

exist only when the flow is laminar, and hefore separa-

tion occurs.

Thougi. the effects of compressihility and property

variations are discussed separately above, both terms

actually descrihe the same phenomenon ohserved in high

speed flo-:s. All turbulent heat transfer solutions

reported so far are based on the integral method.

Ilowever, recently many attempts have been made to

predict heat transfer by using the differential equa-

tions. A good collection of numerical methods used

for predicting the isothermal turbulent boundary layer
!

is given in Volume 1 of the Proceedings of the 1968

AFOSR- ! FP- Stali ford Con fe fence on Comptttat i on o f 'l'urb-

ulent Iioundary Layers. l'xtensions of these methods

°d"
/
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into heat transfer have been reported by several authors,
e.g., Spalding et al., Cebeci and Smith, and Mellor and

Herring.

3.2.2 Slip Flows

Slip flow is the branch of rarefied gas dynamics

corresponding to only slight rarefaction for which the

departure from continuum gas dynamics is slight. From

the flow regime classification for slip flow given in

Section 1, it is seen that for the ratio M/Re or M/_

to lie in the given range either M must be large, or Re

must be small, or both. llence slip flow is usually

dominated by very strong compressibility or viscous

effects. Thus it is to be expected that the boundary

in the of slip are laminar. They will
layers presence

often be quite thick and in fact the Reynolds number

may be so low that boundary layer theory is strictly

not applicable. It is also to be expected that inter-

action between the boundary layer and the supersonic

inviscid free stream flow will become important.

The fundamental problem of the correct formulation
!

of the slip flow phenomenon has not been resolved in a

satisfactory way. It has been argued that some modifi-

cation of the Navier-Stokes equationsp, such as the i

aurnett equations [28l or thirteen moment equations [31] _,

could account for some of the experimentally observed _

0
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phe',omena associated with slip flow. Ilowew, r, rec,.nt
experimental evidence seems to indit:;,te that tile Navier-

Stokes equation_, together with velocity and temperature

jump boundary conditions, are not only adequate but

probably even superior to these modified forms.

The slip boundar), conditions are 1351

- " ,,f',l'l']
o t;_-¢vJ o o

_ 2y
'['fo)Tw _ y+T 'FF/;]-_Jo

llere, the subscript "o" indicates thut the parameters

are evaluated for the gas at the wail.

o = reflection coefficient, representing the

[ fraction of diffusely reflected molecules
\

a = accommodc, tion coefficient

The definition of these coefficients in terms of the

physicat fluxes at the wall will be given in Section

3.2.4.

There have been some disagreements on the tempera-

tule jump condition for polyatomic gases. }llowever, for

macroscopic considerations, these do not represent any

serious obstacle since they only correspond tO differ-

ent macr,.scopical ly determined values for ,_ and a. At

t)resent it, seems that the most serious obstacle against _:i
at,curate prediction of sl. ip flow is the lack of confi- _:

dence in the experimentally measured ;:ccomodation
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coefficients, l)cviunne 130] has su_._ested that nearly

(,
all tile meas,lrements should he L;ikell lip :,gain, with

complete specification of all relevant factors--and he

has listed no less than thirteen of them!

Closed form solutions have been obtained for the

flat plate by neglecting the viscous dissipation term

and applying the Oseen apl)ro':imation to the b_,:'nd::ry

layer equation [_ 3bl. The Oseen simplil'icati,m lh:,l

the velocity deviates from the l're_, str¢,m,i val,,_:, l_y :,

small amount should h,,_ome progressively hetter as tht'

slip increases, llowever, it should also be realizt'd

that the OsouJ_ :.-olt, tion gives an incorrect limit in

the continuum regime, hence, the solutions so obtained

would not bc reliable even in the nc¢,.r-contimmm region.

Solution for forced convection heat trarsler in slip

flow from a normal horizontal cylinder has been ob-

tained by :;auer and I)rakc 133] using several simrlif),-

ing assumptions. The corresponding solution for _

sphere was reported by I)rake and ganc I291.

In general, the effect of slip is to decrease the

heat transfer and skin friction from the corresponding

continuum values. In this respect, it should hc noted

that the solution reported by Schaaf for the flat plate

.'gives Nusselt number_ higher than the continuum solution.

This seems to contradict t.he general trend established _:_

by other solutions, both in internal and external situa- _

!
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., .3.2.4 Free Holecule I:low

This regime corresponds to that of extreme rarefac-

tion. The I)asic assumption is that intermol.'cular col-

lisions can be neglected. Consequently, it is valid to

neglect tile effect of the reemitted particles oll tile

incident stream. Ih, nce, the incidenl I-line is ¢'ntirelv

undisturbed by the prc:;euce of the h.dy', ev,,n i,; Sl=ln'r

sonic flow, 'l'hcr(,forc, no shock w:tv_,s arc exln'clcd lf_

form in the vicinity of the object.

Contrary to the transition flow re,_ime, the fundu-

mental characteristics or free molecule flow are suffi-

ciently simple so that theoretical analysis may be made;

this is especially so for convex surfaces because now

all incident molecules m_tst originate in the free stream.

These calculations have generally been verified experi-

mentally, In calculating the flux of momentum or energy

it is assumed that the approaching molecules are in

Haxwellian equilibrium with respect to the macroscopic

velocity.

As expected, the specification or the mechanics or

collision of the molecules with the wall is given in

terms of the accommodation coefficient a and the rerlec-

{ tion coefficient o, which have been encountered before

J
} in describing the slip flow boundary conditions. These

coefficients are defined as follows:

l ,
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J_. ii
1 r

E. E
! W

where h = energy flux (c'nergy per unit area per second)

and tile subscripts i, r, and w refer to tile incident,

reflected and wall conditions, respectively. In some

cases it is convenient to replace l! by T in tile above

definition. This assumes that the cn('rgies are propor-

tional to the temperatures, liowever, this condition is

only valid For monatonlic 1,101eculcs sincu (_lilv lhu uncrgy

of translation is dirt'ctly proportion'il _o thu ahsolutc

temperature.

"I- I

........ ( : )and o = _.I 'it _w 0
! - W

P i Pr
0 t = .........

Pi - Pw

where T = tangential momentum flux

p = normal momentum flux.

The concept of describing the overall interaction in

terms of these coefficients is useful only il they are
I

reasonably constant for a given gas-s_,rface combination.

, This appears to be the case for technical surfaces, at

least for a and o. The experiments of Stickney [45]

i indicated that o' might be sensitive to the inclination

of the w'locity veer:or to tile surlTace

l
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Ileat transfer and :riction predictions in free

moiecuIe flow have been obtained for Clew over a flat

plate [43], a cylinder in cross-flow [44] and over a

sphere 1411. A very detailed summary of these situa-

tions together with a method for constructing solutions

for more complicated body configurations out of these

simple geometrical shapes were reported I_y ()ppenheim 1391.

3.3 Solutions and Correlations for I'rediction

of Ileal 'l'_-ans fer

In this section only closed form solutions and cor-

relations will be listed. The space available does not

permit the reproduction of all tabular solutions.

3.3.1 Laminar Continuum Flow

3.3.1.1 Flat Plate

The skin friction coefficient is given by the

- Blasius solution 131
0.664

'_ X

: 'the,heat transfer solution for constant wall tempera-

lure was first obtained by Pohlhausen [18]. Ills solution

_. can be approximated by correlation relations in three ranges.

f. Only that in the intermediate Prandtl range is reported.

This is / /

Nu = 0.332 Pr l/3 Re l/a 0.5 < Pr < 10
X X

The corresponding solution for uniform heat flux is

g iven by

Nu = 0.453 I)r t/3, Re!/2- 0.5 ,: I)r ,: 10

O x
x
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In fluid flow at high velocities, the above relations

. - remain valid if now the heat transfer coefficient h is

defined as ,,
qwh -

Tw Taw
W!

where qw = wall heat flux

The adiabatic wall temperature is Rive. by
2

v [ ; ]..... "r 1 ¥ 1 r,l_
= T + r 2Cp

'|' at# ',, - ....

and the recovery factor r can be approxi,_at¢,d I_v

r : I'r _/'e 0.5 I'r 5

3.3.1.2 Wedge I:low

The wedge flow skin friction and heat transfer

coefficients are functions of the exponent m of the

external velocity distribution. Eckert [7l gives

_ z _" (o)

cr 2¢TTg-_ R¢'_x

:, where 6 is related to m by the equation

::_ B - 2m¢,. m+l
,.L

and _"(0) can be approximated to less than Ig from the exact

solution by

) _"(0) = 1.120(6 + 0.2) °'s3 (f_ > O)

and

NUx ¢2-7g *t(°)_

t!

the values of _t(O) can be approximated to less than 2%

from the exact solution by

!
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,_'t(O) : 0.5b(_+0.2) °'lj l'r °'_+°'°_ tr_ • O)

3.3.1.3 Cross-Flow Over Cytinders

It is necessary to distinguish bet_Jeen two cases

depending on whether or not the body is symmetrical

about an axis parallel to the stream at ]arge dista:'ces

from the body [22]. The velocity distributions for both

cases have been obtained by tlowarth using the l_lasi_s

series [3]. ilowever, only the symmetric case has been

treated when heat and mass transfer were incorporated.

The best approximation of the external velocity

distribution is given by Eckert as [7]

._U = 3.bl 3.275 - 0.1679 Re D 19{/00UO

where D = diameter of cylinder

Using this velocity distribution and the series
¢

:; tabulations of Froessling [12] Eckert obtained the fol-

lowing expression for the local Nussclt number, for air

_ having a Prandtl number of 0 7

Nu - 0.9450 - 0.7696 I}.3478

U

By using an expressiou for _00 given by I!iemeuz 113]

u _ 3.O314 2.t709 1.5144
U 0
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J/)
Fr,_ossling obtained thc Following expre:_sion Ior NI_/R(- I)

Nu - 0.9450 - (}.5100 0.5956 II1/g-d
1)

Froessling has also shown that for large I'randtl numbers,

Nu is proportional to (l'r) _/_ on the entire surl'ace in

the boundary layer. This same relation has been found

experimentally to hold for values ol l'r not very large.

Thus, the above relation can be w_'ittcn mere general ly

as

__ N__t_J -_ l.Ob,12 0.5744 I1.b7{18

Martinelli, et al. [17] studied the data of Schmidt

and Wemmr and proposed the following . npirical equatim_

for predicting the local Nusselt number on a cylinder

up to 0 = 80 ° in a flow having a main stream turbulence

less than 1_

-[- = 1.14 (l'r)°'_ Rel) 1 90

Since the analytical solutions are tmable to predict

" heat transfer in the separated region, the average

Nusselt number is or'ten more useful, especially when

heat transfer from the whole cylinder is required.

Douglas and Churchill [S] gave the following empirical

correlation, which applies to gases only

C
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Nu 0 45 ReI1)/ _= . + 0.00128 RcD

valkd for Rel) > 500. l)ougias and Churchill <lid not give

any equ_.tion for Reb < 500, but !lsu [lSJ has noticed

that tile equation suggested by l'ckert and Soehngen

correlates the data for Rel) _ 500 accurately

Nu = 0.43 + 0.48 Re I/?I)

For both the auove correlations_ the gas properties arc

to be evaluated at the film telnporatnre, 0.5('r W + '1.,).

3.3.1.4 Sphere

For the presstlre distribution obtaincd by Fage Iil]

= 3 3 4966 + 4 7391 S 4181
U o " _ " "

Froessling obtained the following expression for the

local Nusselt numl)er

-,. Nu x x

_r_- 1.31,9 1.579 _ + 1.81 I-:

"i

{. Knudsen and Katz [l 0] recommended the rollowing

i correlation for the prediction of average Nusselt nu,n-

i bers for flow of fluids past spheres

Num = 2.0 + 0.60 Pr l/_ Re_i/z

0
I I
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Ths correlation is valid for wide ranges of Reynolds

and I)randtl numbers:

O. () l'r < 400

I . Re D < 70)000

3.3.2 'l'url)ul.ent Contimaum I:low

For turbulent flow over a flat plate *):c skill I ric-

tion is usually estihlate(l from any el the Cml) irical

correlations. The most accurate of this is prob:tl) ly

tha. + due to I'randtl-Schlichting. This is of the form

0.455.'z

_f = Flog Re)2"_
8

The heat transfer coefficient is now ol)tained hy

any one of the many Reynolds analo_ie:_. These were

listed extensively in Km,dsen and Kal'- I loJ an(I

Schlichting [22]. The simplest of )his is the Cell)urn

analogy, given hy

cf 1/3
Nu = _ Re Pr

_ Note that this applies also to laminar flow. lickert

i 18J that the fluid properties i)e evaluated

suggested

at the temperature

Te 0.I l)r + 40= "Pr"+ 72 {Tw T®) * T®

O
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In laminar high velocity flow, we have come to tile

conclusion that tile same low velocity results remain

valid if we replace tile low velocity driving potential

TW '1" by Tw Taw. Since it:is conclusion is only

based on the l inearity of the energy equation, the same

should also hold in tuJl)ulent flow. 'l'hlis the high

velocity problem agai_ reduces to the dcterminatio,; of

the recovery factor. I.or l'randtl n_nnl)c,r in the neighhor

hood of unity {0.5 l'r _ 2), this is given by Ackermann

[ll -"..s

r = Pr 1/t

For flow over a cylinder antl a sphere, theoretical

solutions arc available only in laminar flow. From

comparisons with experimental data, it is observed that

the l'rcc stream turbulence has a sys_.ematic influence

• on the _,cat transfer coefficient. Ilowcvcr, this varia,-

tion has not been correlated.
T,

t 3.3.3 Slip Flow

t.

3.3.3.1 Flat Plate

ito_t transfer to or from a flat elate in slip flow

has been investiga';cd by Schaaf [36] as well as Drake

and Kane [291. Both Schnaf and Drake aud Kant. obtained

solutions for a diatomic gas and an :tccol,,iw, tlat ion coeffi

cient of II.g. Their solutions are of the same for,n

0
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Schaaf :

St = -_ xp(Z]) erfc Z, - 1 + 7_ z2

where St = average Stanton number -

i C-Re Pr OCpU_
and Z2 =

2 63M.

Drake and Kant:

i Nu = o.52_! cxp(Z., _) _rrc z., I , _, z,i
whcre Nu = avcragc Nusselt number

and Z 3 = _

Both results are obtained by neglecting the viscous

dissipation. For gases having Prandtl number of 0.72,

(,. ? the continuum limits of these equations are

Schaaf: Nu = 0.9S6 ¢]_

Drake and Kane: Nu= 0.429

The Pohlhausen solution is

Nu = 0.594

Thus it is seen that both solutions yield wrong

limiting values. Schaaf's solution is 1.612 times

higher than the correct result whereas that of Drake

and Kane is too low by a factor o£ 1.384. The actual

solution may be expected to lie somewhere in between

these two solutions.

O
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3 3.3.2 Cylinder*

. Numerous experimcntal investigations had bcen con-

ducted in the slip flow regime using fine cylindr_'_al

wires--mainly in conncction with hot-wire anemometry.

A convenient summary of such expcrimcnts can hc found

in reference [27], which also gavc a serics of over

1000 convective heat transfer coefficients for normal

cylinders in subsonic slip flow. Even with s,ch an

extensive amount of data no correlation formulas have

been found. This is because now Nu = f{Re, M) or Nu =

f(Re, Kn). The same reference argued that the use of

Knudsen number as the second parameter in correlating

slip flow data is preferable. This preference identi-
(
\ fies the anaomalous behavior in slip flow as a "rare-

fied gas phenomenon" rather than as a ",4ach number

effect" associated with compressibility. This prefer-

ence is supported by an analysis given by Sauer and

Drake [33] which is capable of predicting this

anomalous behavior using a simplified slip flow

analysis, ilowever, the prediction of this approximate

analysis is not numerically exact, though qualitative

agreement is excellent. The local Nusselt number for

a constant wall temperature cylinder is given by

0
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, -'_hD= DLI?_ _ e'XU2 _.du
_r J _ _J_(u) + uYdu}+ (J)L) Vdu. L-2.(L_L) u.J,(u)+ (nL) -('))l.j _

L
I

' aO
, uhere x = 2"_

and -= l 996
L " P'_

r a = thermal diffusivity, I't?/sec

0 = angle measured from forward stagnation point,

_ rad.

V = Vein (n = 3)#

! Vo = free stream velocity, ft/sec

D = diameter of cylinder, ft

_ = mean free path, ft

! ( u = dummy variable
! J = Bessel function of order n of the first kind
i n

Yn = Bessel function of order n of the second kind
The average Nusselt number can be found by integrat-

ing over the surface of the cylinder. For small values

of x n (value of x for 0 ffi _), this can bc approximated

by the following expression:

3.3.3.5 Sphere

Heat transfer to a sphere in slip flow has been

reported by Drake and Kane [29]. The average Nusselt

O
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, number for a sphere having constant surface temperature

_, is given by
£

(1 + e (! + B ) d8

, o o _'ll faSI+N-BJ_ (aB)] _

g

where _ = ¢2Re Pr

and N_ : 1 996 2-a M
•_ " Ct Y_ /2Re Pr

$ = duny variable

The effects of compressibility and dissipation have been

neglected.

A simpler relation for practical application is

given by Kavanau and Drake [32]

( ) NuoNu =

where the subscript ,,o,,denotes values in continuum

flow.

3..3.4 Free Molecule ]:low

In order to facilitate the comparison of the heat

transfer results with corresponding results in continuum

flow, free molecule flow results are most conveniently

expressed in terms of a modified thermal recover), factor

r' and a modified Stanton number St' first introduced$

by Oppenheim [391, both of which depend only on the

O speed ratio, S. These are defined as
.#
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Tr - Tooy + 1
¢ r' = _ _-7-_ y

where Q = heat flow rate

, T0 = stagnation temperature = T,.,[ 1 + ' I S_]r
A = total heat transfer area

= accommodation coefficient
r

M =Mach number

and u = macroscopic gas velocity

Though the results quoted below have hecn traced

to their original authors, these expressions have I)ccn

put into the form suggested by Oppenheim, which reduces

all relationships to a form common to all gases irre-

spective of their molecular structure. The same refer-

ence also described a method of applying these simple

geometrical shapes to compound surfaces.

3.3.4.1 Flat Plate [43]

For a flat plate, at angle of attack O, with front

and rear surfaces in perfect thermal contact and with

A equal to the to_a! area on both sides of the plate,

the values of r' and St' are

o L
_ _1¢_.
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: -..... _ 2S2+ 1 -
I+V_(S sin 0)erffS sin 0)exp[fS sin0)_J

st,- 1 /exp[ (S sin 0J2J+ _S ,i,, 0)err_s sin 0)_
4¢-ES t !

7

For a flat plate, at angle of t:ttack 0, with front

and rear surfaces insulated from one another and A equal

to tile area of one side of the pl:tte, we huvc. for tile

front s ide
I

t r' = 2S_ �-
. l+¢r_(S sin 0)[l+erf(S sill 0)cxpIS sin 0) 2 ]

}St' -- exp[-(S sin 0)21 + ¢_(S sin O)[l+erf(S sin O)J
' 4¢"_'St

#_- For the rear side, we need only to replace 0 by (-0) in
i

the above equations.

3.3.4.2 Right Circular Cylinder [441

For the right circular cylinder with axis normal to

the direction of flow and A the surface area without end

contributions) r' and St' are given by

(2S +3110 + (2S2+1)11

<s...,,,°lN• :,.

_¢_ ,,l-rJJ

where I o and I t are the modified Bossel functions.

0
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_- 3 4 3 Sphere

_ For a sphere with A equal to the surface area)

Sauer [41] obtained the following relations

_. (2S2+1) 1 + i erfc(S) + erffS)
g

r ! _- ]

!. .q'[l+I-is erfc(S)] + 2-,q_-erf(S,

,[ ]St ) = S_ + S ierfc(S) + erflS}

where icrfc is the integrated complementary error function.

From these results) it may bc el)served that for all

the three bodies, and for tile fronta] side of the insulated

flat plate, the recovery factors are always greater than

unity• Iience, in contrast to continuum flow the equilibri-

C_ in free molecule flow is than the
um temperature greater

local stagnation temperature. This phenomenon has been

verified experimentally I)y Staldcr ct at. [441 for a cylin-

der in both monatomic and diatomic gases.
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IV. EFFECT 01: I)IFFERFNT MARTIAN A'llqOSPlllilll("MODELSON TIlE CONVI,C'I'IVi.'.III:,AT TRANSFI'I_ COI'I;I:ICII_,NTS

__ 01: A SURFACE I,ANI)I,I_

I
The determination of the _onw:clive hoat transfer

_oel'ficient for the Martian atmosphurc rcquirvs the

consideration of the following factors.

l. An accurate atmospheric model. This is

required in order that thermal and transport

properties as well as the operating Math and

Reynolds numbers can be accurately predicted.

) 2. A criterion for evaluating whiuh flow regime
will occur under the given atmospheric condi-

tions.

5. The behavior of the transport properties o£

a gas at low pressures.

The last factor has been considered previously in

the Survey of Thermal and Transport properties. The

decrease in the apparent viscosity has been attributed

to slip over/the confining surfaces and the bulk vis-
!

cosily of the, gas away from the surface has boon assumed.

to remain constant at the nominal value predicted by the

Kinetic Theory. The validity of this statement is

heuristically assumed in the present investigation.

,, . : ,- . '-__,_,_¢-.._.

...................... ,....... ::..,__.,:;_L_:-...,._,__,..._:.;.i. -_L_.:.:,:., _._°__-_--_.:.:-:_
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"#-; Ilowever, this can he checked experimentally by means of

a velocity survey under slip flow conditions. If L;_,.."

measured profile agrees with that predicted based on 1he

above ass-lmption, then t '_. uncertainty associated with

this statement will be concluslvely removed. Up to now,no such profiles have been reported, at least to the

knowledge of the authors. This prohLcm, being of a

fundamental nature, snrcly deserves investigation.

Much discussion has bccn reported on Factor 2; how

ever, no concl,lsion has boon reached. This is I_ccausc

most of these discussions are also of a heuristic natnre
and not based on experimental observations, it will be

shown that from tho experimer.t_l results of reference

11) [3], a criterion for this subdivision can be deduced.
The evaluation of the flow regime will be based on this

criterion deduced hero. ,

Finally, the uncertainty abe,it the atmospheric

modo,s can only bc resolved by direct measurement. This

is beyond the scope of the p.'esent investigation. There-

fore, it is proposed to evaluate the heat transfer coef-

ficients for all the proposed uodels to determine the

extent of their effects. A tabulation of those proposed

atRospheric m_dels is given in Table 4.1

4.1 _ of Boundary Between Continuus and Slip Flow

The division of _a: dynamics into variot, s flow

O regiaos, based on values of the ratio A/h, where _ is
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the mean free path and L a characteristic dimension of: (
_. .

_ the system, was first proposed by 'l'sien [3 I. Thereafter

!. many sets of values of this parameter, which has nowi

been named the Knudsen number, for defining the boun-

; daries of the flow regimes have been introduced. The

various criteria which have been suggested arc in some

• disagreement, as all of these are mainly based on

heuristic assumptions.

Starting from tile equation used for computing the
[

• [ slip coefficient of a gas from viscosity measurements

in a symmetric oscillating disk viscosimcter, it _an bc

shown that by making a well-defined assumption on the

slip phenomenon, the boundary between continuum and slip

- flow regimes can be established. In addition, the same
set of experimental viscosity data can also be used to

deduce the upper boundary of frec molecule flow. Though

this still does not provide a precise delimitation--

because the apparent viscosity measured under slip may

depend on the geometry of the viscosimeter, we are at
i

least in a better position to evaluate when slip should

bc taken into account in gas dynamics and heat transfer

problems. If this criterion turns out to provide a good

estimate, then it will be obviously natulal for us to

refer all apparent viscosity measurements from other

viscosimeters to the form considered here,

0
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• (.- The equations for computing the slip coerricieat
"! from measurements in a symmetric oscillating disk

° viscosimeter is given in reference [3J as

_ d n
_: _ = - i ,'l}

where q = nominal viscosity of gas, predicted hy the

i kinetic theory

np apparent viscosity of gas, value measured

in symmetric oscillating disk viscosimeter
under rarefied conditions

and d = spacing between rotating and fixed disks.
btaxwell [5] has shown that the slip coefficient

almost equals the mean l_ee path X, for sIip over smooth

(') surfaces, llence, we ma)V write

d[{_} ]
_=_- - 1

But, d is also the characteristic dimension L of the

apparatus. We, therefore, obtain the following expres-

sion for _/L

Now, if we arhitrarily define the incipience of

slip to be the point where the apparent viscosity falls

outside the precision limits of reliable correlation

formulas or theoretical predictions--these limits usually

0
.i-: ,
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vary, depending on the nature of the gas" for common

_.- gases, this may be taken to be 2 per cent--then, con-

tinuum flow occurs when

< _[1.02 - lJ (3)

.,ii

g, I.

- It should Ire pointed out that this definition of slip is
.

by no means precise. A 2 percent deviation frov,I tlne

nomiJJal value may I)t: too severe a condilion for g:ts(:s

having polar and complex molecules. For deviations el"

the apparent viscosity close to 2 percent, or for A/I,

close to .01, the continuum theory may still be used as
f

a good approximation. On the other hand, wc should

realize that slip occurs only under slight rarefaction,

the upper limit of the slip flow regime cannot ire easily

C} estimated, and we, therefore, havc no means of knowing

at what value of the deviation shall we cease to apply

the continuum approximation.

It is seen that the order of this magnitude corre-

sponds to the criteria proposed by Schaaf and Chambre
; i

[6]. llowever, to be of any practical value, we should _

write the M/Re and M/R,/'ffc ratios in a more precise form i

than merely use an order of magnitude analysis.

Recall that

1

0
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" For a diatomic gas, this becomes

_. l-_ = 1.484 _ 1"4,1

"_. llence,

bl < .00614 (5)
_. RoI,

¢

; If the Reynolds number is large enough that boundary

i layer analysis is valid, then the characteristic length

of the system is 6. But

6 5.0

where t = length of plate corresponding to a boundary

layer thickness of 5.

(-) Hence, M
< .0337 (6)

From the same experimental data, the incipience of

free molecular flow can also be deduced, as follows.

The free molecule viscosity Z o£ a gas between two paral-

lel plates is given by Kennard [4] as _

P
z = i (7)

(2_RT) e

where the parameters are defined by standard notations.

Figure 8 of reference [3] shows that the apparent vis-

cosity obeys the above relation closely for Z smaller _,

than 400 x 10 "_ poise. As the nominal viscosity, as

0
f
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predicted by kinetic theory, is a function of temperature,

_; it is therefore seen from equation (2) that the Knudsen

il number at which free molecular flow occurs depends on
_ the temperature of tile system. It should he noted that

the incipient free molecule viscosity may differ for

_. different gases, because there exists at present insuffici-

ent evidence to generalize the above ohservation that the

wllue oF qp (= 400 , tO poise) below which equation 1'71

is valid applies to all other gases as well. As the gases

'I used in reference [3] were nitrogen and air which have
molecular weights differing but little from each other,

the difference in rip, if an),, is so very small as to be

indiscernable from their data. Until sufficient data

has been accumulated to provide a definite answer to this

question, it may be assumed to remain constant at

400 × 10 "_ poise, Just to get an order of magnitude for
-7

this value, let us take nnomina 1 to be 1600 x 10 poise.

Equation (2) immediately gives

F>I.5

Thus, equation (4) gives

This criterion compares favorably with those suggeste d

by Stalder, Goodwin and Creager [7] and Schaaf and

Chmabre [6]. It should be realized that this varies

0 ,
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• _- : with the temperature and probably also with tile structure
L M

_-. of the gas--both E and 1_ L decrease as temperatureb

decreases.

• In recapitulation, we have tile following classifica-

( tion criterion:

Cent inuum Flow

)_ _ Ol
L

Free Molecule Flow

_ > 1 5

L

Alternatively this can be expressed in terms ofJ

ratios involving the Mach and Reynolds numbers, llowever,

now the ratios depend on the atomicity of the gases. For

diatomic gases, this criterion becomes

Continuum Flow

M

R_ L < .00674 , Re L ~ 0(1)

M
< ,0337 D I{o9.>> 1

Free Molecule Flow

i

M > tO

l
t

It should be pointed out that tile free molecule
i

limit is a function of temperature. 'rhis classification

0
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lowers the free molecule limit to the point that it

almost eliminates the ill-defined regime usually desig-

' hated as the transition regime. The validity of the

above classification remains to be verified by more

experimental evidence. The data given in Figure 5 of

reference [7] already seem to indicate the validity of

the frec molecule limit.

From the atmospheric properties talmlated in Table

] 4.1, we see that the maximum Math number than can occur

] is 0.745. Since the value of ¥ of tile gas mixtures are

all close to 1.4, the Reynolds number range in which

i continuum flow occurs is approximately given by

] Re_ > = 490

!(
Also, from the same table, the Reynolds number based on

a length of 5 ft is of the order of 10 _. It is, there-

fore, seen that slip flow is of no importance in the

analysis, and the continuum flow analysis should be

valid except at the immediate vicinity of the leading

edge. Also, from the Reynolds number tabulation, the

flow is seen to be laminarj unless there exists an adverse

pressure gradient.

4.2 E,ffects o_f_fMartian Atmospheric Models

on lleat Transfer Coefficients

flaying established the flow regime under the given

atmospheric conditions_ the heat transfer coefficients h
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i_: _" can be calculated from the corresponding solutions. As

r _ exact solutions for both laminar flow over a Flat plate

:. and a cylinder exist, it is, therefore, more expedient

_ to calculate h From these existing results.

r..• The mean heat transfer cocfficient over a flat plate

is givcn by

_ = .664 k Pll _ 2' _ !- -1 (7)
I,_

Denoting the value of h for a plate of length I. ft by

h(L), and that for a length of ] ft by h(l), we have

= (8)
1

where 1_(1) -- .664 k Pr _

('"i: Assuming the Prandtl number for the different models

to be constant at 0.72, the flat plate relation gives

I

IT(1)= o.s95 k tg)

For the cylinder, the exact solution of the local

heat transfer coefficient given by Eckert [1] for air is

Nu 0.9450 - 0.7696 - 0.3478 (I0)

l

where Nu and Re ar_ parameters based on D, the diameter

of the cylinder and x is the distance measured along the

circumference. As the Prandtl number for air is not very

different ,from that of the gases in the different models,

0
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i'lle error incurred by using this expr,.ssion is not very

• ; large.

' Substituting for Nu and Re, we have
1

h 0 = k _ f(O)

where f(OI --- 0.9450 - 0.7696 - 0.3478

and 0 = angle measured from forward stagnation pointZ

i __zx

i Similarly, by defining a unit coefl'icicnt for I) = I rt,
|

•J we have
)

h(1) '
h0 (o} - f ) l)

where
1

fOu**l

(. ho{l) = k[--W:-j t(o) (Iz)

Equations (9) and (12) are seen to 1)e similar, the

effect of the different models will, therefore, be iden-

tical in both cases. The values for H(1) and h0(1) have

been tabulated in Table 4.2. These ca lculatio':s were

bztscd on the continuous wind speed anti a free stream

having properties of the Martian surface.

Since the analytical solutions are ,nable to predict

heat transfer in the separated region, the average heat

transfer coefficient cannot be obtained by integrating

the values of h0 over the cTlinder. In order to calculate

the average coefficients, empirical relations must he

O
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used. No single equation has been found for correlating

all data over the entire Reynolds number range from 2 to

250,000. The best representation is given by the follow-

ing two equations reported by ilsu [2}

= 0.46 Rail)/2 + 0.00128 ReD Itel) > 500

and

= 0.43 + 0.48 Item)/_ ReD 500

In using these relations, the gas properties are to hi,

evaluated at the film temperature. Values of the average

heat transfer coefficients from a cylinder one foot in

diameter for the different atmospheric models have also

been tabulated in Table 4.2. The comparison of the pre-

dictions or correlations with experimental data obtained

- in a low density wind tunnel at the Jet Propulsion Labora-

tory in Pasadena, California is discussed in Chapter el.

4.3 Concluding _emarks

The following conclusions can be drawn from the

preceding discussions,

1. A criterion for classifying the flow regimes

has been arrived at based on the apparent

viscosities measured by a symmetric oscillat-

ing disk viscoslmeter at low pressures.

2. Based on this cTiterion, the flow and heat

convection in a Martian atmosphere over an

1970011109-092
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-- immersed body is found to be ill the laminar

i- - continuum regime

3. The heat transfer coefficients for the differ-

ent atmosplleric models do not wiry very sig-

nificantly. For a fiat plate, it lies hetween

a low value of 0.552 Btu/ft _ hr*F for Model 8

and a high value of 0.958 Btu/ft 7 hr°F for

Model 9. For a cylinder in cross flow, the

local unit values are in the same r::tio as

for tile flat plate, and of the same order of

Magnitude. ilowever, the effect o1" thc differ-

ent atmospheric modeis on the average heat

transfer coefficients for the cylinder are not

similar to that on the flat plate and the local

_-- values on the cylinder before separation. This

is b cause these average values depend also on

the structure of the wake as well as the posi-

tion of separation.
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V. EXPFRIMENTAL FACILITY ANII TI!ST PROCIil)IJRIi

5.1 Experimental FaciliL/

In separate runs, a flat plate and a cylinder were

mounted in an open-circuit, suction-type wind tunnel

installed inside a 16-foot long and 4-foot diameter low

pressure chamber, Figllres 5.1 and 5.2. The 12_t2×12 in.

test section of the tunnel was constructed of alumirutm

with removable luc[te sections for test model inscrtiot_

and support.

Details of the models are given in Figures 5 3 and

(_ 5.4. For the flat plate, the heat transfer surface was

_- composed of 9 Kapton Thermofoil heaters (Mince Products

i Co., Minneapolis), coated with pressure-sensitive adhes-

ive and mounted in three rows of three heaters to one

side of a 1/4" thick 606l T6 Aluminum plate, having a

, highly polished surface fLnish on the other side. Thc

entire model was constructed and asseml)]ed by Research

Service Co., Minneapolis in the following manner: A

thick layer of Fiberglass Strand insulation was "sand-

wiched" between two of the above-mentioned plates. They

were fastened together with 14 counter-sunk flat heat

screws onto a u-shaped canvas- laminated phenolic bonding i
[

0
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Figure 5.1 JPL Low-Density Wind Tunnel Chamber

C:

TO VACUUM PUMP

TEST SECTION {12xl2_12)

Figure 5.2 Schematic Diagram o£ Low-Density Wind Tunnel
at Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena

S,!
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Figure 5.4a Photograph of Cylinder Specimen
/
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Figure S.4b Schematic Diagram of Cylinder Cross-Section
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;_" material which enclosed the fiberglass insulation• The
• _ _"

_.-tJ'

. hollow cylindrical nosepiece, made of IJelrin, was drawn

i. flush against tile upstream edge of the plates by two

_' rods. These rods were connected to the backside of tile

nosepiece, ran through tile center of tile "saudwish," and

_ were tightened on the downstream part of tile model

:: The top plate, used for testing purposes contained

16 thermocouples for surface temperature measurement.

They were bonded with copper oxide cement into small

holes drilled from the inside of the plate to within

1/16" of the polished test surface at strategic (for

calculating conduction losses) locations (see Figure

5.3b). All thermocouple and power leads were brought

C) out o£ the model through the four support rods attached
_ to the sides of the model.

Guard heaters were also used in constructing the

cylinder test specimen• The central section, employed

as testing surface, consisted of a 1" O.D., 1/2" I.D.

aluminum tube with a 3x2" cylindrical Kapton heater

pressed to the inside. A 1/8" long ring of paper-

laminated phenolic backing material and a guard heater

section, similar to the main sectiou, were positioned

on each side to reduce the axial heat loss. Teflon

tubing on both sides protected the model from further

heat losses. All pieces were held together by a rod-

screw arrangement pa._sing through the hollow,' interior

0
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of the test cylinder. The hollow interior was Filled

_;: with Fiberglass insulation and served also to bring out

thermocouple and power leads. Surface temperatures

were measured with 24 30-gage chromol-constantan thcrmo-

couples placed at six cross-sectlonal locations f45 °

apart) as close to the surface as possible (see Figure

5.4b). In order to avoid disturbances on the surface,

the thcrmocouples were inserted axially through slotst

i of circular cross scctlon. The thermocoupics fitted

snuggly into the axial slots and were bonded to the metal

with copper oxide cement.

[ Since the thermal resistance of the aluminum test

models is negligible in comparison to the convective

resistance of the external flow, the temperature measured

with the thermocouplcs below the surface can be assumed

to be equivalent to the surface temperature.

A three-dimensional traversing mechanism also con-

structed by Research Services, Minneapolis was used to

position the free-stream temperature and velocity probes

(see Figure 5.5). The cavity at the top of the wind

tunnel test Section necessary for the travel of the probe

was closed by a thin sliding stainless steel plate mounted

flush with the top wall by means of small magnets. A

flexible shaft was attached to the positioner of the

traversing mechanism for remote control el: the longitudi-

nal motion of the probe.

0

t"
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Free-stream temperature was measured with a chromel-

constantan thermocou_!e alt_.,,cd paraltcl to the stream

and inserted into a 1/8" d:'.a, tube (open end upstream)

which was designed according to details given in Refer-

ence 1. This design m_nimized heat losses due to con-

duction, radiation and velocity.

A static and a total pressure probe of the Prandtl

design was used to determine the free_strea_ velocity

by reading the differential pressure in microbars, using

a MKS Raratvon Pressure Meter.

0
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, _ _" 5.2 Test Procedures

The free-stream temperature and velocity of the gas

, were always taken well outside the boundary layers of the

_. models. For the flat plate, the probes were positioned

1.5" above the gcomctrical center of the plate surface;

_, for the cylinder they were located ill the central plane

bisecting tile test section, 2" upstream and I" above the

top of the cylinder.

Velocity profiles taken in the horizontal and ver-

tical direction indicated that for the entire length of

the plate as well as for a sizeable distance upstream of

the cylinder, the free-stream velocity varied less than

1_ in that part of the stream unaffected by the test

Ci section walls.

From the latest Mariner probes which passed by Mars

in August 1969, it was established that the Martian

atmosphere is almost exclusively composed of C02. The

pressure range due to uncertainties on the Martian sur-

face was narrowed down to lie between 3.5 and 8.5 mm Iig.

Consequently, the experimental plans were revised to

take these developments into account, i.e., 100_ C02 was

used in all test runs and the pressures inside the

chamber were kept within the range mentioned above.

For the experiments, the £ollowing procedure was

employed: The chamber was evacuated, backgilled with

@
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.__ CO_ gas numerous times to reach the dcs i red purity, and

t loft overnight so that the pressure inside the chamber

would stabilize to the value of the desired total pres-

sure. In addition, the Baratron, used for measuring of

the velocity, also needed approximately 5-10 hrs. to

stabilize. Once the desired stabilization had been

accomplished, the motor driving the fan as well as the

power supply for the model was turned on simtJltaneously.

The fan spced was adjusted until the rc:idingon the

Baratron indicated the calculated wlluc l'orthc desired

free-stream velocity and the power supplies wore adjusted

to reach the anticipated st_:_,,,!-statesurface temperature

(for a constant heat input) as fast as possible. The

reason for initially forcing the surface temperatures :

to a higher value lay in the fact that the vacuum seal

bearings used in driving the fan were limited to 3 hrs.

of operation because of/the danger of overheating.

Steady-state temperatures were usually reacht,d in about

2 I/2 hrs. by frequently manipulating the power inputp

thus "zeroing" in on the desired steady-state surface

tempe ratures,

At this point it should be noted that the power

input could be indivldually controlled to both guard

heating sections as well as the main ihoatin8 section.

This was a relatively easy operation wlth the cylinder.

One power su_)ply was used for heating the main test

""" i

, _,: , ,

.,.-_':-._.
-. : .-°- __o'.-.
•"_ - " - ._:__':_-_".:'"_.'S.':_"."'-"_ :.....:;"':.....": ":"" ' .......":_"-_'_-_'::
,..,..,2;'.;.._. , .. - •- ...-,.:.'.:...."...i ";..:.. *J'_'_".'.'"".-..':'"'_.",'.'.;'::_.':'4-"."i"_':F..':"::".':-. "r_._..-..,.._..'._,,:.,,:'._..._,._,.,:..... "_',.',"...

• ' ...,_.*._..:_'c',....""':."":'" ..,._.,..._.._..._:.,,..,.,..._..._:.,..:. ,',_...i_.F"'_."."_:" _,'..,.-'._2¢"-':...#'""-._ "_._":J"'.,_"=""'-"-_':,*:-_.'_ _"_
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.. surface while the other two supplied heat to the guard

_) sections which were constantly adjusted to keep the heat

_ loss __(~('l'main-Tguard) ) from the main section to a mini-
mum.

'rheflat plate heating procedure was morc difficult.

i Six power supplies instead of three were used, three

for heating of tbe top surface and three for the bottom

surface. The input to each of the latter three was

always kept equal to that of its corresponding heater

for the top surface, thus making the heat loss from the

top plate to the bottom plate neglig]hle. It can bc

seen f_ Figure 5.3b that both tile top a_,d bottom plates

have 9 heaters aligned in 3 "ro-_s," each row consisting

of 3 heaters in the flow direction connected in parallel

(,_.' to a power supply. The center row of heaters installed

in the top plate served for the heating of the main

"test" surface whereas all other heaters were used as

guard heaters in order to control the heat losses from

the main "test" surface. Thus, the greater fraction of

the main heater power input was carried away by convec-

tion from the "test" surface. Therefore, the guard

heaters were constantly adjusted to minimize the tem-

perature differences (and thus the heat loss) between

the "test" surface and the other parts of the model.

Power was provided by means of n multiple batex

power supply which was connected to a 9500A RMSDigital

:...., ._...... . .... _ : _:_ _ :
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Voltmeter with which voltage and ampera/!o could he road

alternatingly for each heater. The Datcx digital volt-

meterD used for the print-out of the data from stra-

tegically-placed thermocouplesD could be conveniently

checked cvery 15 seconds (if so desired) so that appro-

priate adjustemcnts in power input to the modc)s could

be achieved instantly to k.,ep the surface temperatures

i at the desired valucs. Oncc tile anticipated steady-

state "test" surface tcmpcraturc _as approached, the

_, test surface power supply was lowered to the input

corresponding to tha____ttparticular steady-statc temperature;

the guard heaters were also adjusted accordingly. "True"\

steady-state surface temperature was thought to he estab-

i lished when the difference between plate surfacc tompcra-

i_ f-_)_ ture and free-stream temperature was approximately con-
|

stant over a period of 5 minutes. Maximum steady-state

heat input was in all cascs limited by the maximum tem-

perature of 300"I: allowed fo,r the Kapton heaters.

The portion of the main heater input less the esti- /

mated losses is assumed to be carried away by the gas

1
flowing over the heating sur£ace. The heat losses are_

considered to be due to the following factors:

For the flat plate-
I

a) Radiation from the heating sur£ace of the

specimen to the surroundings.

0
_ _ ; ....i °

..,, : ..-._:: .. . '_, . . ., -_ , ...... - ...... -,_: , . -.,_'_;:_,. _ , ,:, ,,-,, _, ., .._-_:,._.
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b} Conduction through the hollow nosepiece.

c) Conduction and convection to the wake of the

plate.

d) Conduction From the main test surface to guard

sections.

For the cylinder-

a] Radiation from the heating surface of the

specimen to ti_e surroundings.

d] {:onduct_on From the main test surrace to guard

sections.

Loss (a) was calculated by Kirchhoff's and Stefan-Boltz-

mann's laws. Losses (b) and (c) were estimated by

assuming a linear surface temperature profile in the flow

direction at each end of the flat plate and assuming that

its gradient is proportional to the corresponding heat

i loss. The heat loss (d) was also approximated by taking

• _ a linear temperature distribution between corresponding

J thermocouple readings at various locations between test

and guard sections.

The four losses (a), (b), Cc), and (d) added up to

40_ of the total *'test"surface heat input for the flat

plate case but accounted £or only 5_ of the cy1_nder hcat

input. They were calculated individually for each test

run with proper corrections.

The relatively high heat loss for the flat plate

can be attributed to the £act that at low pressures and

0
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therefore low forced convection heat transfer coefficients,

the maximum heat input, limited by the maximum heater tem-

perature, is quite tow compared to the possible input at

atmospheric pressures. Cons,.,qucntlyj the relative heat

loss at low pressures is quite pronounced. Radiation

losses in either model accounted for approximately _

of the main heat input; the greatest losses in the case

of the flat plate were those of conduction through thei

nosepiece and convection to the wake of the plate.

Denoting the area of the "test" surface hy A, tile

_ rate of main heat input I)y qi, the sum of the heat losses

_ by q&, the average surface temperature of tile test surface

by Ts, and the temperature of the free stream by '1' , the

i / average heat transfer coefficient by convection is found

from the equation

qi q&
h =

h(T s-T_,) steady-state

5.3 Cited Reference

1. Yickers, P. T., Proper Probes Keep Thermocouples
Reading Truo_ ShE Jour._ Dec. 1964, pp. 54-57.
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 ablo6.1'gASiUmlaocumoutExperimental ResulLs

CYL INI)ER

O,

: ]_exp Fcomp "
• p(mm ilg) u,(fps) q_(-_ qi) differ-

(Btli/hr ft_°l :) fl]tu/hr rt2°l :) once

4.55 88 5 1.48 1.37 + 8

4.55 88 5 1.47 1.36 + 8

4.55 129 3 ] .78 1.00 +11

4.55 177 3 2.06 1.88 +10

:. 4.5S 212 3 2.21 2.08 + 6

3.00 100 7 1.31 1.20 + 9

6.00 88 4 1.69 1.51 +12

_ 9.80 88 4 2.10 1.95 + 8

; (- FLAT PLATE

E(1)exp Fi'(1) c°mp differ-
p(mm ltg) u_o(fps) qg(t qi )

(Btu/hr ft2 °F) (Btu/hr ft2° 19 ence

4.55 100 44 .48 .48 0

4.55 100 34 .53 .48 +10

4.55 150 32 .69 .59 +17

4.5S 150 40 .55 .59 7

4.55 200 41 .71 .68 + 4

4.5S 200 40 .64 .68 6

4.55 230 38 .72 .73 1
i!.

4.55 230 36 .71 .73 3

3.10 150 41 .54 .49 +10

6.20 150 36 .66 .69 .

._. p

. - I

'_ : . .4. ,
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heat losses on the experimentally obtained values of the

heat transfer coefficients.

In analyzing the experimental results, lines indi-

cating the per cent deviation were included in the com-

parison graphs, Figures 6.1 and 6.2, to show the degree

or agreement between the experimental and computed values

of the average heat transfer coefficients. I:igure 0.2

for the flat plate, demonstrates that most experimental

values lie within a range of 10_ deviation from those

of the computed values. From Figure 6.1 it can be seen

that the same extent of agreement seems to exist for the

cylinder except that the experimental values are con-

sistently higher than those computed. The fact that

this can be partly attributed to the difference in the
:(

Prandtl number between CO2 and air, for which the cor-

relations for the cylinder were obtained, suggests that

the experimental results for the cylinder are in better

agreement with the computed values.

The estimated heat losses in the experiments

proved to contain the highest degree of uncertainty.

Other pertinent parameters, such as temperature,

velocity, and pressure accounted for less than 2t

uncertainty. The possible heat loss calculation error

approached I0%. This particular uncertainty stemming

from the heat losses involves the emissivity value for

O
,. ;' , . .

• ,.' . :"A--'..__,_| ;-_
,,,,. .,,

• = - .... - ,-. ._ .... . . ,
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Conc_us ions

1. The experimental results demonstrate clearly

that laminar continuum flow conditions existed

over the entire range of this investigation.

Hencc convective heat tr;msl'cr rates in a

Martian atmosphere can be ol)tai.ed from exist-

ing analytic solutions.

2. The maximum error between the measured and

calculated values for models tested was of

O the order of ten per cent. The major portionof this error is attributed to the uncertainties

in the estimation of the heat losses.

3. The difference in the Prandtl number of air and

carbon dioxide (0.71, 0.77 respectively) does

not contribute significantly enough to the

results to warrant the use of a specially

prepared working fluid.

7.2 Recommendations

1. No further experiments under laminar flow con-

dttions are recommended.

.
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2. Experiments under turbulent Flow conditions

,J with much higher free-stream velocities and

larger test models might be performed, i£

.... _tre-sired.

0

0
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